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Security Intelligence and Operations
 SECURITY INTELLIGENCE FOR PROTECTING ASSETS AND 

INFORMATION FROM ADVANCED THREATS  

                               IBM QRadar Security Information and Event Management 

BE DIDGITAL. BE PROFESSIONAL. BE A WINNER.

Today’s networks are larger and more complex than ever before, and protecting 
them against increasingly malicious attackers is a never-ending task. Organizations 
seeking to safeguard their intellectual property, protect their customer identities 
and avoid business disruptions need to do more than monitor logs and network 
flow data - advanced, easy-to-use solutions to quickly detect security offenses and 
take action.

Provide near real-time visibility. Reduce and prioritize alerts. Optimize threat 
detection. Easily manage compliance.

IBM® QRadar® SIEM can serve as the anchor solution within a small, medium or 
large organization’s security operations center to collect, normalize and correlate 
network data using years’ worth of contextual insights. It also integrates with 
hundreds of IBM and non-IBM products and provides complete, unified visibility to 
security events in on-premises, hybrid, and cloud environments.



How IBM QRadar SIEM can help your business

An advanced sense analytics  is at the heart of this solution, designed to capture real-time log event and network 
flow data, to reveal the footprints of would-be attackers. 

QRadar SIEM is a highly scalable, enterprise solution that consolidates log source event data from thousands of 
devices distributed across a network, storing every activity in its database, and then performing immediate 
correlation and application of analytics to distinguish real threats from false positives.

An intuitive user interface shared across all QRadar family components helps IT personnel quickly identify and 
remediate network attacks based on priority, ranking hundreds of alerts and patterns of anomalous activity into 
a drastically reduced number of offenses warranting further investigation.

QRadar SIEM deploys quickly and easily, providing contextual and actionable surveillance across the entire IT 
infrastructure, helping organizations detect and remediate threats often missed by other security solutions. 
These threats can include inappropriate use of applications, insider fraud and theft, threats easily lost in the 
“noise” of millions of events.

Detect threats with IBM QRadar SIEM
● Reducing and prioritizing alerts to focus on the most important offenses
● Answering key questions for more effective threat management
● Anomaly detection and application visibility
● Highly intuitive, single-console security solution
● Extending threat protection to virtual environments
● Producing detailed data access and user activity reports to help manage compliance
● Receiving comprehensive device support to capture network events and flows

Contacts us to get additional information and learn more how IBM QRadar SIEM can solve your organization’s 
threat management and compliance challenges. 

Windy Haven Ltd was established in 2012 for overseas software trading. The average annual turnover is about 
12 millions GBP. We develop partnerships with software vendors and system integrators across the globe to 
bring modern and proved IT solutions and services to the U.K. market with focus on key areas: Enterprise Asset 
Management (EAM), Content and Business Analytics, Document Flow Management, Product Lifecycle                        
Management (PLM),  IT Security,  Application Development, Data Storage and Hardware Supply. 

IBM, IBM QRadar are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide
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